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The Three-Dimensional Victorian Doll House is a beautifully illustrated carousel doll house with two

stories and eight rooms. When you tie back the ribbons, the house stands on its own, revealing

great decorative details and authentic-looking-pop-up period furniture - and press-out play dolls and

accessories!
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A Three-Dimensional Victorian Doll House is one of our best-sellers and sure to please little girls

from 3 to 10! This is a 4 section hardcover carousel playset with pop-ups, press-out pieces and a

ribbon closure.

I got this Victorian House book for our almost-7-yr-old daughter and she loves it. The details are

really incredible and there are plenty of little doors to open and hidden things to explore. It has been

great as a quiet activity plus there's no mess; when she's finished playing, it just folds up and

stashes away until next time.I added a customer image -- when unfolded, the two-story house

stands about 20" tall from the top of the chimney to the floor.My only complaint is that I'm having a

hard time getting it to flatten out. The creases in the floor and roof remain bent even when the book

is folded completely out and tied nice and tight. I'm subtracting one star since this means the figures

won't stand in the house without falling down. Bummer!I got the Medieval Castle book in the same



series for my almost-5-yr-old son but apparently a child of his age is prone to being a bit too rough

on it. Even though the paper dolls are made of a thicker stock paper, they do still bend easily. We'll

be putting his away for a couple years until he can be a bit more careful.Overall, I'm very happy with

my purchase and would recommend it for children ages 6 and up.

This makes me wish I were a child again! People are not included, but I have a booklet of Polly Pratt

(Victorian) paper dolls in a variety of sizes, most of which are sure to be just right. Anyone who

loves dolls and dollhouses will love this beautifully detailed treasure. To turn the book into a toy or

display object, open completely and use the ribbon to tie the front and back covers together.

My mom was delighted. A few of the parts were missing but I knew it not brand new. It's like a real

doll house when you have no room for a real one!

I am very happy with this pop-up Victorian doll-house book. I mailed it to my granddaughter's 3rd

birthday. I live on the east coast and she lives on the west. The apartment where she lives is small

but I wanted her to have a play house, this was the next best thing. She loves it and plays with it

often.

My 11 year old daughter fell in love with this doll house book at Opryland in Nashville. However, I

was not willing to concede to the price on it ($25). She is a paper doll fanatic, even designing her

own paper dolls and selling them to friends. I told her to wait until we got home and we'd see if it

was available cheaper. Sure enough!  for $9!! We were both thrilled!She has taken this portable doll

house everywhere and gotten much use out of it. The book opens up and fastens together,

revealing intricate detail for a doll house in the Victorian era. She was especially delighted with the

closets that open and can store things (like the dolls that come with the house) and the toilet seat

that actually opens and the bathtub that the dolls can actually sit in.For a girl who loves doll houses

or paper dolls - this is a gem!!

found this book @ goodwill and bought for my granddaughter. She loved it, but it got torn up so, I

looked on  and found it and now she has her new 3-dimennsional Victorian Doll House. When I visit,

she and I play with it.

Such an amazing book! I have the Edwardian Doll House as well, and this one is just as cute and



just as detailed. My daughter gets hours and hours of fun out of these, and I love them because 1)

there are no tiny fiddly bits to get lost, 2) the whole thing folds up and sits neatly on a shelf, and 3)

they're just adorable!

Bought several years go, my granddaughter still loves it.
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